**AGENDA**

### Revised Budget
- Difference of 36 students less than projected
- Anticipation was $143,000 payback
- Due to loss of students in subgroups, the loss is now $228,000
- Staffing reassignments will be necessary

### Enrollment
- Current enrollment is 476
- There are close to 200 students who live in our zone, but do NOT attend Barrick
- Engagement is needed by ALL staff to increase enrollment
- Brainstorm:

### Instruction
- Our Tier 1 instruction needs further development
- Rigor in verb requires careful planning of the activities.
- Small Group must happen:
  - →While students are on Online Services
  - →With the Lesson
- Questioning must be planned
- Lead4ward strategies must be included

### Planning and Professional Development
- Collaboratives
- Extravaganza

### Spaghetti Supper
- Brings the community together
- May 6, 2023
- Fun Booths Needed

### Concerns, Ideas
- Each member reports

**Next Meeting: Wednesday, March 8, 2023**